The paper contains a simple, direct derivation of the generating functions for a class of permutations generalizing the up-down permutations.
For k= 2, it is clear that (1.5) and (1.6) reduce to (1.2).
The object of the present note is to give a simple self-contained proof of (1.5) and (1.6).
2. We first set up a recurrence for the enumerant A, (kn + t). To do this, we consider the effect of removing the element kn + t from a typical ik, ^-permutation of Z , . Unless this element is at the extreme right, the given permutation breaks into two pieces: the left-hand piece is a (k, k -1)-permutation, while the right-hand piece is a (k, ¡O-permutation. If t = 1, it is clear that the extreme right-hand element cannot be kn + t. If t > 1 and kn + t is in the extreme right-hand position, then clearly its removal leaves a (k, t -l)-permutation.
We accordingly obtain the following recurrences. 3. In order to solve the system (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) for the F, (x) we put
Since the series defining F, Ax) has constant term equal to 1, it is clear that ipk 0(x), \p ((x) ate well defined.
Substituting from (3.1) and (3.2) in (2.5), we get K,o{x) ^k,k-i{x) 1 l,o{x) ^k,oix) ^k,o{x) so that 
